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The Prostitute 

 

From desperate and sick guttersnipes to politically powerful and wealthy courtesans, some people make a 

living by exchanging physical pleasures for coin. 

 
Inherent Ability 

Seduction. You are skilled in offering physical and psychological inducements that lead others to forget 

their duties, vows, and better judgment. When persuading a target, the target’s Commitment is halved, so 

targets usually have a penalty to resist. 

 
Limitation 

Even customers tend to hold you in contempt, an objectified resource. Even if it is easy to convince them 

to pay for your favors, it is always difficult to convince them to take you seriously. 

 
Starting Equipment 

Perfume, provocative clothing, several pair of fancy underwear, makeup, jewelry worth 1d10 gold pieces, 

1d10 silver pieces. 

 
Talents 

 Code of Transaction.* Rested. You know how to identify and approach potential clients and 

negotiate the conversation to minimize awkwardness. Per Charm bonus, you can get 5 gold for 

something simple, 10 for a standard exchange, and 20 for something strange. Usually takes 1 hour. 

 

 Escape. Arena. You know how to hurt someone who is trying to hinder your movement. If they grab 

you or spread themselves to block your way, automatically succeed on the counter-attack, striking a 

single impeding character. 

 

 Pleading.* Rested. As a Defend action, you can beg for your life, safety, and/or escape. Your 

attackers must succeed in a Conviction test vs. your Charm, or they spare you. (This can stack with 

Seduction, if relevant.) 

 

 Sensitive Spots.* Arena. Striking unarmed, a successful attack does one automatic wound that cannot 

be negated by a Brawn test. Striking with a light weapon, do +1 wound if hitting by 5 or more. 

Awesome Points can be spent to boost damage as normal. 

 

 Streetwalking. Constant. You know how to advertise and handle rapid sexual transactions. Every 3 

points on a Charm test are 1 gold. This generally takes 5-15 minutes per customer. 

 
Adventuring Motives 

1. This life is beneath you; you were not born to prostitution, after all. Regain your noble status. 

2. You were seduced, lured from your home, and abandoned in a strange city. Get revenge. 

3. The victorious army that destroyed your home considered you part of the loot. Be free again. 

4. The Count will kill you if you do not help him influence the Prince. Get clear of the politics! 

5. You hear some dragons can take humanoid form, and have remarkable skills. How good are they? 

6. You were desperate. The cult paid you to couple with a demon. The spawn is on your conscience.  

7. Enough of this. Find a wealthy patron and become a well-fed pampered pet already. 

8. This was to be your assassin training, to get close to a target. Where has your mentor gone? 

9. You have four beloved children to feed, and jobs are scarce. See to it they survive to adulthood. 

10. [Church] wrecked your life with charges of adultery. Seduce their leader, see how they like it. 


